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Summary:  
The aim of this project is to develop a 3D human skin model to investigate the 
regulatory mechanisms involved in skin pigmentation and evaluate transdermal gene 
and drug delivery. The skin is an essential organ to our survival. Diseases that affect 
the skin (eg. pigmentation disorders, burns, chronic wounds and skin cancer) are 
common and in some cases require an allograft. Since the demand for skin tissue 
largely exceeds the supply there is a substantial waiting list. Considering the risk of 
graft rejection these patients have to go on immune-suppressants for the rest of their 
lives. Thus, there is an unquestionable need for developing autologous skin 
equivalents that could be expanded ex vivo and then grafted as a personalized 
regenerative medicine approach. Another application of skin substitutes is their use 
as replacement for animal testing to the cosmetic and dermatology industry. A third 
application is to study the molecular mechanisms that regulate skin pigmentation and 
melanocyte-keratinocyte interactions. 
The project to be developed will include the following tasks;  
1. Establishment of 3D primary cultures.  
2. Morphologic, biochemical and lipid composition evaluation.  
3. Barrier studies.  
4. Pigmentation studies.  
5. Gene delivery studies. 
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